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Enter the magical realm of the shaman and develop your hidden shamanic skills.The Celtic

Shamanâ€™s Pack offers direct access to the inner cosmos of the Celts, enabling you to make

contact with the powerful archetypes to be found there. This pack constitutes your â€œshamanâ€™s

pouchâ€•â€•your very own collection of items imbued with magical or mystical significance, offering a

bridge between the world of the everyday and the world of unseen reality that is a part of every

shamanâ€™s training.The cards represent key aspects of the Celtic universe, providing you with a

set of shamanic journey coordinates. By working with the images on a daily basis for divination and

discovery, you will learn to journey on the visionary path and gain a heightened understanding of

yourself as well as insight into your true-life direction.
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John Matthews is a practicing shaman of more than 20 years and a leading authority on grail and

Arthurian legends. He is the author of numerous successful works that include a variety of divination

systems based on early spiritual beliefs and titles such as The Wildwood Tarot (with Mark Ryan)

and Celtic Totem Animals. Visit him at www.hallowquest.org.uk.Chesca Potter has illustrated

several books and decks including The Greenwood Tarot.

The best produced Oracle set EVER. The cards are the absolute perfect size. Just the right finish. I

was so happy to come across these since I know I wont ever have the money to buy a Greenwood



tarot set of Chesca Potters work. I wanted to see her artwork up close like this and I am delighted

that these exist. I really don't know what happened here, but Chesca Potter's art is OUT of this

world. Her work is incredibly spiritual. I feel broken hearted that this is all she did. When I first saw

her work I was like...huh...what's this?! Then I started working with it and looking at it and was just

BLOWN away. WHERE are you Chesca and why did you leave us??? Anyhow, I am tempted to buy

another set just for double measure and maybe put it in my safe box.

The book is good but I was very disappointed to find that there were no cards with it. The book has

a lot of needed information but it would be better if you had the cards with it so you could actually

work with them.

Magical and vibrant!

I was very happy with the quality of the reprint and the additions to the book.

this not only met my expectations it surpassed them. I love them and look forward to some deep

journeying with these to guide me.

This beautifully drawn set of cards is definitely not a tarot deck. Nor is is an oracle deck. I still havent

figured out how to use it other than as a shamanistic set of flashcards. John Matthews launched this

17 years ago to encourage his revolutionary brand of Celtic Shaman revivalism. Chesca Potter is

the artist behind the images, who is most famous for the Greenwood Tarot that has become

legendary. This deck is more linear with the symbolism.The workbook is mandatory if you want to

make sense of bold, at times cryptic effort. It is a reconstruction thats not "Wicca" or anything

contemporary. It relates more to Celtic legends from Ireland, Scotland, Wales and Brittany. It

remains hands on while providing an authentic background. It will not appeal to most outside of the

Celtic reconstruction. To those insiders, it is required.My personal experience with it is peculiar. I

bought it used and originally counted a 4 cards missing. I set it aside for several years and recently

counted out a complete set! It was if the cards came back on thier own! Talk about a magical deck...

as an oracle...dear celtic shamans,... we only occasionally use this pack alone, preferring to use it in

conjunction with theÂ Druid Animal OracleÂ and theÂ The Celtic Tree Oracle: A System of

Divination, for we find the three together give a very effective reading. Our main use for this oracle



however is more often in support of some magic we are doing or experiencing, either using the

cards to focus on a particular energy or helping us understand some sign or omen that has

occurred. Of course, divination tools are very personal. We've had decks we've loved that others

have hated and vice versa, so trust your intuition, if you feel drawn to this deck, get it. We just drew

a card from it about this review and got The Ferryman, the "guide and guardian of the threshold

between the worlds". Are you ready to enter the Nether Realms?kyela,the silver elves

This deck is not a standard tarot meant for divination, and thus can be difficult to use well for that

purpose. For a practicing Celtic shaman, they are indispensible for planning and focusing a journey

into the Otherworlds.If you are a Celtic shaman, this deck can become a truly sacred object. Those

seeking to use it as a regular tarot should have some tarot experience first; even then, it may not

work as you expect it to.
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